2022 MAINTENANCE BUDGET
for
ST CHRISTOPHER’S CHURCH
HINCHLEY WOOD
Proposal

1.

2021 – The situation so far

The budget for the maintenance of St. Christopher’s Church and Hall was set for 2021 in the
sum of £5,060. There was no separate provision for Hall maintenance.
Expenditure to the end of September was £1,379 on the church, and £531 on the hall,
amounting to £1,910. That left £3,150 unspent (at the end of September).
Of that, the fire extinguisher testing cost £757;
there is the fire alarm test to come (£480 odd);
PAT testing (Portable Appliance Testing) is outstanding this year (£230 odd)
and the gas testing. Jason Amendt’s estimate was £260, but if the poor
chap is still not fit enough to do the job, we may need to get someone in to
do the job, at greater expense; £400 has been suggested. It seems prudent
to assume that it will be nearer £400.
That totals to £1,867.

£757
£480
£230

£400
£1,867

That leaves £1,283 in the budget, from which should be deducted John O’Neill’s charges and
expenses for October and any other maintenance in November and December.
2.

2022

It should be noted that the current Quinquennial period ends in the autumn of this coming
year, 2022, and that Covid-19 has disrupted our progress over the latter part of those five
years. We should resolve any outstanding maintenance tasks from the 2017 Quinquennial
Report by then. I am very grateful to John O’Neill and Heather Allen for their efforts in
providing me with estimates, although unfortunately it has not been possible to estimate
everything outstanding.
The components of the maintenance budget for 2022 are :
A. Annual testing and servicing;
B. Other known maintenance jobs;
C. Quinquennial Report items outstanding, falling into two parts, namely
1 those items estimated or otherwise addressed and then
2 those items un-detailed so far, and
D. Maintenance jobs arising and contingencies .
Again, I must express my gratitude to Heather and John for all the work they have done, leaving
me only to put a gloss on their hard work. The exception is that I have inserted an estimate for
the otherwise un-detailed items from the 2017 Quinquennial Report (C1). I hope to be able to
supplement that orally with a better considered and more collegiate figure when we meet.
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A. Annual servicing and safety checks
Item

Proposed 2022
budget figure

Notes

Fire Extinguishers

£600 This year’s bill amounted to £757.
Four extinguishers were replaced this year.
Three are due to be replaced in 2022, at a
cost of c. £165 each.

Lightning Conductor

£160 2020: £150
N.B. there are three on the church.

Church and hall boiler
servicing and landlord gas
safety checks

£400 Jason Amendt’s quote for 2020:
£290 (no Vat chargeable)

Portable Appliance Testing
[electrical]

£230 2019: £223 (for 82 appliances)

Fire alarm testing and
servicing

£500 £480 total charged in past years

TOTAL:

£1,890

B. Other Known General Maintenance Jobs
Replacement of church hall door mats (dirty and hard to clean):
“Hedgehog” brushes for hall guttering, to keep leaves out
Miscellaneous plumbing jobs
Decoration of church hall
TOTAL:
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£200
£220
£500
£200
£1,120

C. Quinquennial Report items outstanding
C1. Quinquennial Report items outstanding – estimated or otherwise addressed
Church
Bell Tower
Internal rainwater pipe : Replace
defective sections

£350

Metal window frames, pipes and
bell supports :
Clean, de-rust and redecorate

£400

Roof Areas
Rainwater goods : Need overhaul,
but replacement with uPVC
should be considered.
Phase 1, if proceed with uPVC
All flat roofs :
Roofing was expected to need
replacement in 2-3 years
... whereupon :
improve roof insulation
consider double glazed roof-lights

£2,000 for 2022

---

Addressed by continuing maintenance

External walls
Windows :
Prepare and repaint externally,
replacing cracked panes as
necessary : consider replacing
with double glazing.

--To address with redecoration project

Doors :
Will soon need redecorating.

£150 “Soon” – as of 2017

St. Christopher : Attend to
defects [crack, staff]

- take specialist advice

Internal condition
Decoration : A programme of
internal redecoration is needed.

---

Redecoration project

Hall
Roof
Rainwater goods : Clean gutter,
repair leaky joints

---

Is this actually outstanding?

External walls
Back & sides : Clear rubbish & cut
back nearby trees and vegetation
Total

---

Surely a work party can do this?
£2,900
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C2. Quinquennial Report items outstanding – un-detailed
Church
Bell Tower
External: steel windows,
door, bell frame, and timber louvres :
Redecorate & apply wood preservative.

Presumably the single bell frame,
outside by the flat roof, and the
nearby door.

Window head (one of) : Replace render
Roof Areas
Eastern flat roof : Repoint/refix/replace round
capping tiles
Upper east roof :
Improve access ladder, possibly including safety
loops.
External walls
Front elevation : Localised pointing defects
North elevation : Render band - repair localised
cracking
East elevation : Localised pointing defects
Internal condition
Walls, partitions & finishes : Localised plaster
repairs necessary
Hall
Roof
Chimney stack : Localised pointing defects
External walls
East wall : Lintel to rear extension - replace/repair
Internal condition
Loft areas : No safe access : access to loft areas
should be improved, for H&S reasons
Loft areas : Insulation to main hall area probably
needs improvement.
Total, say

£1,000

D. Maintenance jobs arising and contingencies
Unpredicted maintenance jobs will arise in the course of the year. A figure of £1,000 is
proposed to provide for them.
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E. Summary and proposed Maintenance Budget for 2022
It has not proved practical to apportion the budget for 2022 between the Church and the Hall.
An aggregate figure for both is given.

A. Annual servicing, etc.
B. Other Known Maintenance Jobs
C. Quinquennial Report items outstanding :
C1.
estimated or otherwise addressed
C2.
un-detailed so far
D. Maintenance jobs arising and contingencies
E.
Proposed Maintenance Budget, 2022

£1,890
£1,120
£2,900
£1,000
£1,000
£7,910

3. Conclusion
It should be noted that there are some projects proposed for future discussion and decision.
Most notably, projects for considering capital expenditure on replacing the Hall boiler, for
replacing the Church’s “rainwater goods” (gutters and drainpipes, etc.) with uPVC ones, and for
redecorating the church, including fitting double glazing. The budget figure for maintenance is
proposed on the basis that the projects will be approved and will proceed.
In considering the budget, we should remember that without the dedicated and generous work
of John O’Neill, the cost of maintenance would be substantially higher than it is and speed of
response much slower.
Accordingly, I would propose that an aggregate budget for the maintenance of both Church and
Hall in 2022 be set in the sum of £7,910.
Simon Crome
5th November 2021
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